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Affiliate Marketing Commissions Today!
The EASIEST Affiliate Commissions you'll ever make! PERIOD
Did you know that there's a very simple way to make affiliate commissions, you can
literally tap in to buyer traffic and get people buying stuff through YOUR AFFILIATE
LINK EASY.. and at the same time Boosting conversions up to 5 Times or more?

No… Then listen up. I’ll explain exactly how to do it and why this is now possible.
When you hear what I’m about to tell you… you’ll be as amazed as I was, and I’m
willing to bet you’ll hop over to clickbank or JVzoo looking for an affiliate product to
promote before you finish reading this PDF (You won’t be able to help yourself)

What Nobody Will Tell You…
I write this from my own point of view, but as I do I can imagine many of you reading
will feel exactly the same.
So let me ask you; do you find it easy to make money online? I bet the answer is
no… the fact is while there are lots of ways to make money online most of the time
applying those methods requires quite abit of time and money.
And if you’re anything like me you’ve probably tried this and tried that with little to no
success… am I right? OK, so we usually only get to hear about the obvious stuff that
everyone talks about… and the fact that everyone does it means… well it simply
means it’s been done to death. And in most cases that equates to wasted time and
wasted money.
I’m sure I’m not the only one who feels this way…
Anyway, to cut a long story short… I found a simple affiliate marketing strategy that
is both easily scalable and duplicable and ultimately.. extremely profitable :)

…Here’s how it works
(before I begin.. For those of you just starting out with zero list and no idea how to
get traffic, don't worry I've got you covered.. later in this guide I show you a simple
strategy you can use to start seeing some traction.. and make your first affiliate Sale
TODAY!)
Anyways the strategy is fairly simple ..You see whenever you promote an affiliate
offer with whatever traffic you have you really need to heavily INCENTIVIZE the
potential buyer to buy the offer from YOUR Affiliate link. I know some of you reading
this may have seen some marketers doing this, where they offer some bonuses to

buy from their affiliate link.
BUT the problem with this method I see most marketers make as that the BONUS is
not good enough or they offer too little bonuses to INCENTIVIZE the purchase.
What I recommend you as a marketer do instead.
–

Have at least MINIMUM 5 - 10 Bonus offers ( Digital download) this could be
high quality PLR or your OWN products

–

All bonuses must be ideally visually displayed in a page ( This will give them
an idea of what their getting) this is commonly referred to as a “promo page”

–

Offer access to a premium Membership site.. This is HUGE HUGE HUGE..
did I mention this is huge?< this will sky rocket your affiliate earnings big time

–

Offer some kind of coaching element < This is easy to do, but can be time
consuming if you're doing a ton of this .

Bonus delivery is also made easier with platforms like Jvzoo & Warriorplus.
Here's a step by step instruction for Jvzoo bonus Delivery.
STEP # 1: go to Approved Products in Jvzoo ( Obviously you need to be
approved first to promote the product

STEP # 2 : Select the product you'd like to create a bonus for, and hit “add
Extra” in my screenshot example below

STEP # 3 : Click “Add Bonus” and you'll see , enter the name of your bonus
and your BONUS URL page ( where they can download the promised bonuses)
By using this bonus delivery method you don't even need to verify any purchases or

receipts and the person who bought whatever you promote via your affiliate link get
his bonus immediately :) EASY! No support email and is 100% fully automated!

What products to promote?
I HIGHLY recommend you only promote software products, they convert the best for
me and are an easier sell compared to say ebooks or e-courses. Software will be
your #1 priority.. they last far longer too and can be sold for years from my
experience.

Where do I find software products to promote?
I usually headover to Jvnotifypro.com or mucheye.com and see whats being
launched there :) Select a a software product that has a good payout, at the time of
writing 50% commission is what I usually aim for. You will need to go though each of
the product to determine if its a software or not.. Once you

Requesting your affiliate link ( Step by step screenshot)
OK so in the example below I'm on Muncheye.com

Once you found a product to promote click on the product name, in my example
above I'm going with “Adconnect” which runs on the Jvzoo Platform.

Next you'll see details of the launch and the JV page click on that,

Click on “Get Links” ( IMPORTANT) this will be different for every JV page but they
normally have a page similar to this.

Next you'll see a page like this, Write a note on how you plan to promote this product
be as detailed and as honest as you can and then hit “request Affiliate Approval”
Important: it can take up to 48 hours to get approval, if for whatever reason you get

rejected, no worries , just move on and find a new product( there are tons).
When you send a request, the vendor is able to see your Jvzoo account
performance, I.e how many sales you've made from this account and it will be up to
him to approve your affiliate links or not..
When I personally first started out with no track record I was still able to get
approved for a lot of products, so don't worry if you're brand new :)

Anyways
To illustrate how I personally implement the exact strategy in my online business let
me give you some case Studies here.

Case Study # 1 Clickmagick Promotion
I'm promote a click tracking software called clickmagick which gives me 33%
commissions (Recurring) on some of my PDF reports and I Offer PLATINUM access
to my PLR membership site as a bonus if they use my Affiliate link instead of just
subscribing to the software elsewhere. This is a huge bonus and has a huge
perceived value so naturally many took it up!
All I did was In all my free reports and free training I always talk about Clickmagick
software and remind them that they can take advantage of my 1upplr
PLATINUM membership site which is a premium membership site if the sign up
under my link

Here's a screenshot of my earnings so far, this is just earnings from just slightly over
a year.

Case Study # 2 , Hostgator Webhosting Affiliate Program
In a nutshell Hostgator is a hosting company with an affiliate program that pays up to
$125 per sale
I was able to generate thousands of dollars In affiliate commissions with one stupid
youtube video. It Took me only 14 minutes or so to do this.
-4 minutes and 25 seconds to record the video -About 4 minutes to process the
video -About 1 minute to upload the video -About 4 minutes to upload the
descriptions and text on the video.
I have kept this video somewhat of a secret for a long time but Yes I was able to
generate thousands of dollars In affiliate commissions with a single video on youtube
:D
This Video that made me thousands of dollars In Affiliate commissions with
and it is still running till this very day. This video was made back in 2010
Video Link ==> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5r1NeUmhZSI
The Idea Behind This Video
Usually before anyone buys something online these days, they will do a quick
Google search for reviews if they want to learn more of the product or coupons to get
a discount.
In the video I'm promoting Hostgator ( a hosting service) and if anyone searches on
Youtube for Hostgator terms like:
Hostgator ,Hostgator Review, Hostgator Coupon code and a number of other
hostgator terms, they are most likely looking to get Hostgator web hosting...and my
video will appear in the search results.
So when they click on my video, I explain to them why Hostgator is a very good
hosting service and I tell them to use my special coupon code to get all the Private
Label Rights products.
The Idea is to get people to use your custom made coupon code ( which you will get
commissioned for) and give them a Bonus/incentive to do so using your coupon
code in my video above it's a bunch of PLR products.

Hostgator webhosting affiiate program pays you up to $125 per signup and you can
create cuztomized coupon codes when people sign up with your coupon code during
checkout.. you’ll get the commissions. It’s that easy!
Yeah I’m actually showing this little case study, I don’t mind doing that because…
well because I have found a ton of much better ones so I don’t really care if
somebody grabs this one at all :)
I have done many similar promotions in the past not just on youtube but across
multiple platforms and traffic sources. The key here is to HEAVILY Incentivize a
visitor to take up the offer with your affiliate link..

Sounds Easy and Fun right?
Err EASY Yes.. Fun... not really..
While it seems so easy to make affiliate commissions with this strategy, I did come
across some problems along the way..
Now let me address each of these problems:
Problem # 1 – Coming up with promo pages, (Keeping bonuses Organized)
You need to come up with a PROMO page, which is basically a page that explains
what they get buying from your affiliate link, its ideal that your visitor has a visual
idea of what they are getting, the more they can PICTURE in their head what the
bonuses is like, the higher your conversion rates!
Problem # 2 – Delivery of Bonuses
When you have a ton of bonuses and you're also doing a ton of affiliate promo's
things can get pretty messy,, because you need to create bonus delivery pages ( the
page they can download their bonuses) for each individual promo! Imagine if you
offer 20 or 30 individual bonuses and you're running more than 1 affiliate campaigns,
you can potentially miss some of them while creating these bonuses and get a lot of
support emails which YOU need to trouble shoot :(.. not fun
Problem # 3 – Speed of coming with these little Promo pages and delivery
bonus page.
>This was my biggest problem to be honest. Although I could rotate the bonuses
with different bonuses from time to time.. coming up with the promo bonus page and
delivery of bonuses take up a lot of my time..
I wanted something more automated.
I really hated the idea that it takes me about 1 hour to create the promo and bonus
delivery pages for ONE single product...
THE GOOD NEWS..Thankfully I found a SUPER-FAST Solution to all the problems
above for myself to Speed things up.. the software that saved me a ton of time...

From 1 hour to 1 minute..
These days I use CommissionGorilla web based software to do everything above
with just a fraction of the time.. what used to take me an hour or so now just takes
me a minute..
In a nutshell what this software allows you to upload all your bonuses or free gifts
and categorized them on their site, and also creates the Promo page and the
Bonus delivery page all with just a few clicks of a button.
+ No Installation required.
+ No website required. ( All hosted on their FAST SERVERS)
+ Drag & Drop editor
+ Clone Bonus templates < this allows me to quickly clone everything change a few
text and I'm now promoting a new product!
+ All bonuses and pages stored for you (so you can easily access them whenever
you need it)
Oh and by the way here is a sample of a PROMO page ( In this example I'm
promoting Commission Gorilla.)

>> Sample PROMO PAGE
Here is the full details of what the software does (Click here to see it for yourself)
Creating bonus delivery pages is so fast and easy and I can just focus doing more
affiliate promos. What I also like about this is that even a newbie can implement this,
you don't even need a website because they host everything for you.
This software and stores all your Bonus graphics for you too so you can always
reuse them whenever..
This software is what you really need to take your affiliate marketing to a whole new
level.
Seriously.. this software is a HUGE time saver and a money making machine for me.

FREE TRAFFIC method - The Product LAUNCH Jacking
method.
Now as promised the FREE traffic method that works like gangbusters..
So, there are almost new product launching every single day in the IM (internet
marketing) niche right?… I don’t need to tell you the obvious but Product launching
is huge and people are launching one product after another every single day like
they are going out of fashion.

Tens of thousands of digital products are being sold every single day from launches.
Marketers and affiliates will constantly promote affiliate products to their list and
create a “buzz” during a launch and as a result many people looking to buy the
product will naturally google for the product online for a review if their looking to
make a purchase.
These people are HOT and are very late in the sales funnel cycle meaning they are
most likely to buy the product but their looking for maybe a good review first or an
incentive to buy the product.. and that's where you come in :)

So what does that mean for you?
This simply means that there are tons of products to promote and easy affiliate
commissions to be made. Seriously... very EASY affiliate commissions, no selling
required at all!

How Can you implement this Free traffic strategy Right now?
1) Head over to Jvnotifypro.com or Muncheye.com, this is site where product
creators will announce their upcoming product launches.
Www.jvnotifypro.com
There will be dates for each product launch in the next 3 months . What you need to
do is just view each of the product and choose which offer you would like to promote.
Here's a screenshot.
Here is the thing though, because the product has not been launched yet and you
obviously can't review the product just yet, what you can do is some research about
the product creator and based on that create a review of the upcoming product
launch and tell them that you offer a bonus if you buy the product via your affiliate
link.

Create youtube videos with the right meta tags & keywords
Why youtube videos? Because they rank so well on the search engine and there is
so little competition when it comes to youtube videos.... trust me it so easy to rank
youtube videos. This free youtube traffic strategy is so simple but often overlooked.

Basically there are 3 types of videos you can create
1) Screencast ( Screen recording Like my video) – You can use
http://www.techsmith.com/jing.html which Is free.
2) Record a video of yourself talking (easiest to do) 3. 3) Create a slideshow ( you
can do this with many free softwares out there) Types of Bonuses you can offer in
your video 1. 1) Give away PLR, MRR , RR products (easiest to do) 2. 2) Offer Free
1 on 1 Coaching Sesssion Via Skype Summary of this strategy
1) Choose a product you would like to promote in jvnotifypro.com

2) Create a youtube video about the product and offer an incentive for buying the
product using your affiliate link.
3) Upload the youtube video and include all the relevant text on the description area
of Youtube, be sure to include the product title in your video.
Give it a couple of days for your video to rank and make sure to include your affiliate
link in your youtube video description.

What happens next?
Upload the video and move on to the next video, keep repeating the process and
learn how you can eventually scale this business model. You can definitely
outsource your video creation later on once you have a system in place. Just insert
the affiliate link and/or PROMO page in your youtube video.

How much traffic do I need?
With the right traffic you don't need much traffic at all, with this strategy most of the
traffic that found your youtube video are HOT prospects.

How much can I make?
As much as you want seriously, I have many $100+ days with this method/strategy
and if you have a lot of websites promoting “evergreen” products you're going to
watch your commissions grow and grow as you do more and more of these.

How FAST can I see results?
Many times within days, sometimes within the same day :) Affiliate sales will be at it's
peak during launch time and slowly trickle down post launch.
Speed things up!
Use the Commission Gorilla software … it takes minutes (nothing to download
either) and a real time saver if you want to do this fast. Even if you don't plan on
exploring affiliate marketing just yet, this software will definitely come in handy in the
future.

Either way, give it a go… it’s so easy and fail proof in my honest
opinion :)

What to do Next…
Here is the list of Bonuses AKA promo page : http://bonuscrate.com/g/2718/12701/

The Ultimate Shortcut for you... :)
Now that you've read this far, I'm sure you're eager to get started too.. so
because I want you to get started as soon as today implementing this strategy for
yourself, here's what I'm going to do for you right now.
If you choose to get Commission Gorilla Via this Affiliate Link..
I'm going to give you a few things to kickstart your Affiliate marketing Career.
Here is the list of Bonuses AKA promo page : http://bonuscrate.com/g/2718/12701/
What you get: (I'll be adding more bonuses overtime click the promo page to
see the most up to date bonuses)
Bonus # 1 Giveaway rights to my 1upplr.com GOLD membership site.
Remember what I said earlier in this guide that giving access to membership site has
huge perceived value, well now you can giveaway. All you have to do is just give
them your personalized link where they can signup for GOLD membership for
FREE.. ( Plus if they upgrade their membership levels to higher levels, you will get
commissioned for that too :)
I'm giving you the rights to giveaway GOLD membership access! This is a super
powerful bonus and your customers will thank you for it!
Bonus # 2 Thousands dollars worth of Resale rights products!.
2) I'm also going to give you a ton product Bonuses with eye catching Graphic
Visuals so you can start uploading all these bonuses ASAP in to your commission
Gorilla account .. These bonuses comes with rights to give it away as part of a bonus
to a paid product.. This will allow you to get started almost immediately :)
This really is the ultimate shortcut to get started creating nice little affiliate promo
campaigns in literally minutes..
The bonuses are delivered automatically via Jvzoo, just follow the instructions
after your purchase!
Just a gentle reminder, if you want to give commissionGorilla a go, click this link
and order through and get the special add ons i've prepared to help you get up and
running ASAP.
Here is the list of Bonuses AKA promo page : http://bonuscrate.com/g/2718/12701/
Here’s what to do next
1. CLICK

HERE

Clicking the link takes you to another page. I.e the Commission Gorilla page. You can see all
the details, features, testimonials and videos about the product there.

make sure you see my Affiliate
ID as shown below “23370”
When you go to the secure checkout,

Click this link to get started today:

And of course they offer a full guarantee on the product at the time of writing..(just in

case you were wondering)
That brings me to a conclusion… hope you liked this little but powerful strategy that
I've personally been using for years.. Remember where you heard about it… and feel
free to pass this PDF on if you wish.
Thanks, and all the best… Hope this works for you! ( I'm confident it will)
STEP BY STEP SUMMARIZED VERSION
1. Go to Jvnotifpro.com or http://muncheye.com/ and browse for software related
offers
2. Request for your Affiliate link
3. Prepare 1.Bonuses 2.PROMO page 3.Bonus delivery page (Use
CommissionGorilla Software to speed things up 10 fold!)
4. Create simple youtube videos promoting the product ( FREE METHOD)
5. Promote the offer to your list or using paid traffic (PAID METHOD)
6. Repeat and scale!

Brandon Sean
My new youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/AskBrandonSean
More of my stuff: https://warriorplus.com/member/BrandonSean
My Crazy Offer here: Special Offer Here

